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Some Some historyhistory  ……
 At the end of the 1970At the end of the 1970’’s, Italo s, Italo MazzitelliMazzitelli (IAS) (IAS)

writeswrites the stellar  the stellar evolutionevolution code  code ATONATON..
 In 1991 a In 1991 a new new convectiveconvective model model (FST)  (FST) isis

implementedimplemented in the code,  in the code, asas  anan alternative  alternative toto the the
mixing mixing lengthlength  theorytheory (MLT). (MLT).

 In 1998 the In 1998 the diffusive diffusive schemescheme  toto  treattreat
simultaneouslysimultaneously  nuclearnuclear  burningburning and mixing of and mixing of
chemicalschemicals  isis  includedincluded..

 In 2000 In 2000 LuizLuiz  TemistoklisTemistoklis  MendezMendez  (University of  (University of
Belo Belo HorizonteHorizonte) ) introducedintroduced  anan  algorithmalgorithm  toto take take
intointo account the  account the structuralstructural  effectseffects due  due toto  rotationrotation..

 At the At the samesame time,  time, JosefinaJosefina  MontalbànMontalbàn (University (University
of Liegi) of Liegi) implementedimplemented  intointo ATON a routine  ATON a routine thatthat
usesuses  non non greygrey  boundaryboundary  conditionsconditions..



ATON code can ATON code can followfollow  allall the  the evolutionaryevolutionary  phasesphases
fromfrom the  the pre-MSpre-MS up  up toto  CarbonCarbon  ignitionignition..

The 4 The 4 structuralstructural  equationsequations, , describingdescribing
hydrostatichydrostatic  equilibriumequilibrium, , conservationconservation of mass and of mass and
energyenergy, and the , and the modalitymodality of  of energyenergy  transporttransport, are, are
integratedintegrated, , keepingkeeping  fixedfixed the  the chemicalchemical
compositioncomposition, , withwith a Newton  a Newton ––  RaphsonRaphson  schemescheme..

The code The code allowsallows  threethree  startingstarting  modalitiesmodalities: : pre-pre-
MSMS, ZAMS, and HB., ZAMS, and HB.

The The independentindependent  variablevariable  isis the Mass  the Mass throughoutthroughout
the star. the star. DependentDependent  variablesvariables are  are radiusradius,,
pressurepressure, temperature and , temperature and luminosityluminosity..



The The internalinternal  integrationintegration of the 4  of the 4 structuralstructural
equationsequations can  can bebe  performedperformed  fromfrom the  the centrecentre  toto

the the outermostoutermost  layerslayers  withwith  twotwo  differentdifferent  BCsBCs

GreyGrey treatment treatment

 The The bottombottom of the  of the opticaloptical
          atmosphereatmosphere  isis  assumedassumed  toto
          bebe at at

 ValuesValues of  of pressurepressure and and
    temperature at the    temperature at the
        matchingmatching  layerlayer are  are obtainedobtained
        byby  integratingintegrating the the
        hydrostatichydrostatic  equilibriumequilibrium
        equationequation and a  and a simplesimple T( T(tautau))
    relation.    relation.

Non Non GreyGrey treatment treatment

 The The matchingmatching  pointpoint can  can bebe
            chosenchosen in the  in the rangerange

 PressurePressure and temperature at and temperature at
the the matchingmatching  layerlayer are are
obtainedobtained  byby  interpolatinginterpolating  amongamong
the the atmospheresatmospheres  providedprovided  forfor
variousvarious  TeffTeff’’s and s and gravitiesgravities  byby

       1) MLT        1) MLT HeiterHeiter  etet  al.al. (2002) (2002)
          (          (TeffTeff > 4000 K) > 4000 K)
       2) FST        2) FST HeiterHeiter  etet  al.al. (2002) (2002)
           (           (TeffTeff > 4000 K) > 4000 K)
       3) MLT BCAH (1997)       3) MLT BCAH (1997)
           (           (TeffTeff > 3000 K) > 3000 K)
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Some Some numericalnumerical  detailsdetails  ……
 ToTo  avoidavoid  numericalnumerical  problemsproblems  closeclose  toto the  the surfacesurface,,

wherewhere  wewe  maymay  havehave

  the code   the code performsperforms  numericalnumerical  derivativesderivatives  directlydirectly on on
  the         the       vectorvector. . ThisThis  alsoalso  allowsallows  straightforwardstraightforward
    computationcomputation of the  of the gravo-thermalgravo-thermal  energyenergy up  up toto the the
  stellar   stellar surfacesurface..

 InternalInternal  zoningzoning of the  of the structurestructure  isis  reassessedreassessed at at
eacheach  physicalphysical time  time stepstep, , withwith  particularparticular care  care toto
centralcentral and  and surfacesurface  regionsregions, , burningburning  shellsshells,,
convectiveconvective  bordersborders, and , and overadiabaticityoveradiabaticity  zoneszones..
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•Pre-MS: 1500 mesh points
•Red giants: 2000 mesh points
•HB: 2000-2500 mesh points
•AGB: 2500-5000 mesh points

•The physical time-step is evaluated allowing
maximum variations of both local and integrated
quantities, with special care to the single
luminosities (CNO, pp, He-burning..), the
variation of central abundances, and the
maximum variation of the 4 dependent variables.

•Sun PMS: 1000 time steps
•Sun He-flash: 15000-2000 time steps
•HB evolution: 2000-3000 time steps
•AGB TPs: 5000 time steps (2 following pulses)



For chemical evolution, we adopt the implicit
scheme by Arnett & Truram (1969).

It can be considered as a first-order Runge
Kutta, so that the integration error is

Any physical time step, for the purpose of
chemical evolution only, is further divided into at
least 10 chemical time steps.

Any mechanism leading to chemical abundances
variation (e.g. nuclear burning) is repeated for all
the chemical time steps.
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ConvectionConvection
The The stabilitystability of  of anyany  layerlayer  againstagainst  convectiveconvective  motionsmotions
isis  extablishedextablished on the  on the basisbasis of the  of the classicclassic
SchwartzschildSchwartzschild criterium. criterium.

WithinWithin  convectiveconvective  regionsregions, the temperature , the temperature gradientgradient
isis  foundfound via some  via some locallocal  approximationsapproximations, , aimedaimed at at
findingfinding out the  out the overadiabaticityoveradiabaticity..

WithinWithin a  a completelycompletely  locallocal  frameworkframework, the , the valuevalue of of
overadiabaticityoveradiabaticity  can   can bebe  foundfound  eithereither via the  via the traditionaltraditional
MLT, or  MLT, or  byby  usingusing the FST  the FST convectiveconvective model model..



MLT MLT vsvs FST FST
 MLT MLT

The The convectiveconvective  eddieseddies
spectrumspectrum  isis  approximatedapproximated
byby a  a DiracDirac  functionfunction
peakedpeaked  aroundaround  L.L.

The The eddieseddies are  are assumedassumed
toto  traveltravel  forfor a  a typicaltypical
distancedistance

 FST FST
AllAll the  the eddieseddies’’  dimensionsdimensions
are are takentaken  intointo account. account.

The mixing The mixing lengthlength  isis
assumedassumed  toto  bebe

Within highly efficient convective regions the FST fluxes
are intrinsecally larger by a factor of 10.
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Mixing & Mixing & BurningBurning
After the Newton After the Newton ––  RaphsonRaphson  hashas  reachedreached
convergencyconvergency, the , the chemicalchemical  compositioncomposition  isis  allowedallowed  toto
changechange due  due bothboth  toto mixing of  mixing of chemicalschemicals ( (convectiveconvective
regionsregions) and ) and nuclearnuclear  reactionsreactions..

ToTo deal  deal withwith  convectiveconvective  regionsregions  thatthat are  are nuclearlynuclearly
activeactive, , wewe  havehave the  the possibilitypossibility of  of followingfollowing  twotwo
differentdifferent  approachesapproaches::

Instantaneous Diffusive



InstantaneousInstantaneous mixing mixing
The process of mixing is assumed to be much faster
than any nuclear reaction, so that any convective region
is assumed to be fully homogenized.

We may consider overshooting by allowing mixing of
chemicals beyond the formal borders for a distance
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Average chemistry and reaction rates are evaluated in
the whole convective region, and the linearization
procedure is applied, as it was a single mesh-point



Diffusive mixingDiffusive mixing
AccordingAccording  toto first  first principlesprinciples, in the , in the presencepresence of  of bothboth
nuclearnuclear  reactionsreactions and  and turbulentturbulent mixing, the  mixing, the locallocal
variationvariation of  of anyany  elementelement  followsfollows the  the diffusiondiffusion  equationequation
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In solving the diffusive equation,our choice was
to expand the nuclear term as a function of
local abundances and cross-sections, and solve
it together with the diffusion matrix for the
whole convective region.

The diffusive approach leads to a new
formulation of overshooting, described as an
exponential decay of turbulent velocity beyond
the formal borders of the instability regions:
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